
Indoor Game Ideas

Teddy hunt 

Balloon bowling

This is like hide and seek – but for your teddies and toys.  

Tip: The hider can give clues if things get too tricky.

Choose 5 or 6 of your favourite toys – all different sizes

Let one person hide them in sneaky places all over 

the house

When they’re all hidden, get everyone else to look 

for them

Whoever finds the most wins!

Your hallway is now a bowling alley – all you need are some 

paper cups for pins and a balloon to knock them down. 

Stack the cups in a pyramid and kick the balloon at them as 

hard as you can. Whoever can knock theirs down with the 

least goes is the winner. 

The alphabet game

This is a really simple idea, but is a great way to get little ones 

thinking about letters – and will keep them busy for ages.  

 

Here’s the challenge… find something in the house that starts 

with EVERY letter of the alphabet. Good luck with Z. 
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What’s in the box?

Blind obstacle course

This works best if your kids have no idea what’s in the box,  

so secretly gather together lots of different things and keep 

them out of sight. Then cut a hole in a box and place in one 

random object. Try to pick a mix of regular and unusual 

objects, toys and food –  anything you have to hand – and 

see if your kids can guess, without looking, what’s in the box?

This is a team game, but you can easily adapt the rules if there’s just a couple of you. 

Split everyone into 

two teams.

Arrange obstacles all over 

the floor – chairs, tables, 

cushions, etc. 

Their team instructs them 

around the course.

Agree on a course around 

the obstacles.

5-second penalty if 

you touch any object.

One player puts on 

a blindfold.

The fastest  

team wins. 
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